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Wide classes of explicit solutions of the Manin-Radul and Jacobian supersymmetric
KP hierarchies are constructed by using line bundles over complex supercurves
based on the Riemann sphere. Their construction extends several ideas of the stan-
dard KP theory, such as wave functions, ]¯-equations and t-functions. Thus, super-
symmetric generalizations of N-soliton solutions, including a new purely odd
‘‘solitino’’ solution, as well as rational solutions, are found and characterized.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The most appealing aspects of the theory of the KP hierarchy have a rich geometrical content
and it is likely that this fact is at the heart of the relevance of integrable systems in modern
theoretical physics.1,2 For example, a common feature of the explicit methods of solutions is that
they frequently involve geometric objects such as Grassmannians, algebraic curves, Abelian func-
tions, and holomorphic line bundles.3–9 This also happens to be true in the context of supersym-
metric KP ~SKP! hierarchies10,11 and it is expected that some of these integrable systems are to
find applications in string theory and quantum gravity.12–14 The aim of this article is to show how
line bundles over complex supercurves can be used to provide efficient methods of solution for the
SKP hierarchies formulated by Manin and Radul ~MRKP!15 and Mulase and Rabin ~JKP!.10,11
Both hierarchies have attracted much attention because of their important mathematical content.
Apart from sharing many of the standard integrability properties, among their reductions they have
a supersymmetric generalization of the KdV hierarchy with a rich Hamiltonian structure15–17 and
they are relevant from the point of view of superconformal algebra.18–20 A basic goal of our study
is to generalize some of the standard methods of solution arising in the KP theory and to charac-
terize the classes of solutions they determine. In particular we want to investigate solutions of
soliton type and their relationship with the standard KP solitons. To this end we extend some
strategies of the Grassmannian approach for constructing several types of solutions and apply
them to the SKP hierarchies.
This work is based on the concept of super-wave function for a system of Sato equations of
supersymmetric type. As it is known from our experience with the KP hierarchy, the notion of
wave function is what allows us to derive methods of solution based on the resolution of analytic
problems. Despite the seemingly great diversity of these methods, they exhibit a common ingre-
dient: the presence of holomorphic line bundles6–8 whose sections turn to be the wave functions.
Actually, the wave functions are special types of sections satisfying certain conditions as functions
of the spectral parameter. These conditions are formulated in several forms depending on the
particular approach which is being adopted. For example, they may be expressed by means of a
]¯-equation21,22 or by selecting a subspace of an infinite-dimensional Grassmanian.7 In this article
we characterize the super-wave functions as certain sections of deformations of holomorphic line
bundles over complex supercurves based on the Riemann sphere together with the corresponding
points in the super-Grassmannian. Finally we also offer a ]¯-equation description of them. Then we
compute several families of solutions including supersymmetric N-soliton solutions possessing an
interesting composite odd structure, and a genuine supersymmetric family of solutions without a
bosonic counterpart, unrelated to any class of solution of the standard KP theory, that we call
solitino solutions. They exhibit a remarkable nonlinear superposition principle and a Fourier-like
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dependence on the bosonic variables. It is worth mentioning that the solutions found in the present
work can also be determined, although in a less straigthforward way, through the bilinear formal-
ism proposed in Ref. 23.
The first part of Section II is concerned with a brief review of SKP hierarchies in terms of
pseudodifferential operators, including the formulation of Sato equations. The notion of super-
wave function is analyzed in the second part of this section. In particular, we describe in detail the
derivation of the corresponding expressions for the vacuum super-wave functions. The character-
ization of super-wave functions as sections of ~super! holomorphic line bundles over complex
supermanifolds is described in the first part of Section III, and finally in Section IV we relate the
above constructions to the supergroup and bilinear formalism.
II. SUPER KP HIERARCHIES
A. Sato equations for super KP hierarchies
The MRKP and JKP hierarchies can be described in a unified way with the help of an algebra
E of super-pseudodifferential operators:24
X5 (
n<N
an~x ,u ,t,t!Dn,¬ NPN,¬ ~1!
where the coefficients an are elements of a supercommutative algebra
S 5C@@x ,t## ^ L~u ,t! ^A.
Here, x is an even variable, u is an odd variable, t5$tn%n51
` and t5$tn%n51
` are infinite sets of
even and odd variables, respectively, andA denotes a given complex Grassmann algebra of finite
or infinite dimension. The superdifferential operator D is defined as the derivation on S given by
D5
]
]u
1u
]
]x
,
satisfying the identity
D25][
]
]x
.
We will denote by X5X11X2 the decomposition of elements X P E into positive (n>0) and
negative (n,0) powers Dn of D .
Both algebras S and E have natural Z2-graduations
S 5S 0%S 1 ,¬ E5E0%E1 .
An operator ~1! is said to have parity p if and only if (;n<N) the coefficients an have parity
n1p mod 2. We may also introduce body maps e on S and E ~Ref. 24! and, in particular, the
body of an operator ~1! is given by
e~X !5 (
n even
e~an!Dn.
Notice that e(X) is not the even part of X .
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The Sato equations for the SKP hierarchies can be written as
]K
]tn
52~K] nK21!2K,
~2!
DK
Dtn
52~KAnK21!2K ,¬ n>1,
for an even K P E of the form
K511 (
n51
`
wn~x ,u ,t,t!D2n.¬ ~3!
Notice that p(w2n)50 and p(w2n11)51 so that p(K)50.
For the MRKP hierarchy the superderivations D/Dtn and the operators An in ~2! are
D
Dtn
5
]
]tn
2 (
m>1
tm
]
]tn1m21
,¬ An5D2n21.
while for the JKP version
D
Dtn
5
]
]tn
,¬ An5~D2uD2!D2n225
]
]u
D2n22.
These hierarchies generalize the standard KP hierarchy in the sense that, as one easily shows, the
body e(K) of a solution K of ~2! satisfies the Sato equations for the KP hierarchy in the variables
tn .
By identifying the coefficients of the powers of D in the system ~2! one finds infinite systems
of superdifferential equations involving the superfunctions $wn%. Simpler equations can be ob-
tained by imposing a reduction condition of the type15
]K
]tr
50,¬ ~4!
for some r>2. Indeed, if one introduces the operator
L5KDK215D1 (
n51
`
unD2n11,¬ ~5!
the constraint ~4! is equivalent to
~L2r!25~KD2rK21!250,
and it turns out that the operator
L5L2r
satisfies the Lax equations
]L
]tn
5@~L n/r!1 ,L # .¬ ~6!
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The coefficients of the expansion of (L n/r)1 in powers of D are differential polynomials in the
coefficients of L ~Ref. 15!, so that ~6! leads to a system of superdifferential equations for the
coefficients of L which constitutes a supersymmetric generalization of the rth KdV hierarchy.
For example if we asssume ~4! for r52, then the operator L5L4 is of the form
L5D41v1D1v0 ,
where v0 and v1 can be expressed in terms of the coefficients of K as
v0522@]w21~]w1!w1# ,¬ v1522]w1 .¬ ~7!
Furthermore, it is easy to find
~L 3/2!15D61
3
2 v1D
31
3
2 v0D
21
3
4 ]v1D1
3
4 ]v0 ,
so that the equation corresponding to ~6! for n53 reads (t5t3)
]v0
]t
5
1
4 @]~]
2v013v1Dv013v0
2!#,
~8!
]v1
]t
5
1
4 @]~]
2v113v1Dv116v0v1!# ,
which is the supersymmetric Korteweg-de Vries ~SKdV! equation of Manin-Radul.15
B. Super-wave functions for super KP hierarchies
The notion of super-wave function for a SKP hierarchy requires the introduction of a spectral
parameter (z ,a), where z denotes a complex variable and a is a new Grassmann variable. The
superparameter (z ,a) represents local supercoordinates on a complex supercurve C ~see for
instance, Ref. 25, and references therein for the notions of supergeometry used in the following!
with structure sheaf O and not being necessarily a super-Riemann surface ~SRS!. Let p be a point
in the body of C and D a disk containing p . We shall denote by O * the restriction of sheaf of
superfunctions O to D2$p%.
Definition 1:11–20,24 A vacuum super-wave function is a superfunction f 0 P O *^S that sat-
isfies
]f0
]tn
5] nf0 ,
~9!
Df 0
Dtn
5An f 0 , ¬ n>1.
Hence, a super-wave function f 0 depends on the variables (z ,a;x ,u ,t,t), and is a solution of the
linear system ~9!. We can find solutions of ~9! using the ansazt,
f 05Vezx1au,¬ ~10!
with V a super-pseudodifferential operator in E and satisfying the initial condition Vut50,t5051.
Then, V must verify
]V
]tn
5]nV ,
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DV
Dtn
5AnV ,¬ n>1.
It is easy to see that for the MRKP hierarchy
V5expF (
n51
`
tn]
nGF11 (
n51
`
tnD2n21G
and
f 05expF zx1au1 (
n51
`
zntn1~a2zu! (
n51
`
zn21tnG .
Respectively for the JKP hierarchy
V5expF (
n51
`
tn]
n1 (
n51
`
tn
]
]u
D2n22G
and
f 05expF zx1au1 (
n51
`
zntn1a (
n51
`
zn21tnG .
Henceforth we will write both expressions of the vacuum super-wave function f 0 as
f 05expF zx1 (
n51
`
zn~ tn1utn!1~a2l!S u1 (
n51
`
zn21tnD G ,¬ ~11!
where l5l(z ,u ,t) denotes a function which for the MRKP hierarchy is
l~z ,u ,t!5zu2 (
n51
`
zntn ,¬ ~12!
and for the JKP hierarchy is given by
l~z ,u ,t!5zu . ~13!
For brevity’s sake, we will often omit the arguments of the superfunctions which are irrelevant or
clear from the context.
It should be noticed that
Df 05~l2a! f 0 , ¬ D2 f 05z f 0 , ¬ ~14!
so that the action of inverse powers of D on f 0 may be defined as
D21 f 05DD22 f 05~l2a!z21 f 0 .¬ ~15!
It is now evident that we can ‘‘dress’’ the vacuum super-wave function to obtain solutions of
Sato’s equations ~2! introducing the notion of a super-wave function.
Let H(V) denote the set of complex valued holomorphic functions of z on a certain region
V of the complex plane, and OV5H(V)^ L(a) the superalgebra of superfunctions of the trivial
(1u1)-superspace over V .
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Definition 2: Let V and OV as before. A super-wave function for a SKP hierarchy is an even
element f5 f (z ,a;x ,u;t,t) of the algebra
OV ^C@@x ,t## ^ L~u ,t! ^A,
which satisfies the properties:
~P1! f is a solution of an infinite system of equations:
]f
]tn
5Pnf,
~16!
Df
Dtn
5Qnf , ¬ n>1,
with Pn ,Qn P E being superdifferential operators
~Pn!25~Qn!250.
~P2! f can be decomposed as a product:
f5 f 8 f 0 ,¬ ~17!
where f 8 admits a Laurent expansion on r,uzu,r8 of the form:
f 8511 (
n51
`
w2nz
2n1~a2l! (
n51
`
w2n21z
2n
,¬ ~18!
with wn P S for all n>1.
Then a super-wave function f is obtained by dressing the vacuum super-wave function f 0
using an operator K satisfying Sato’s equations.
Theorem 1: Let f be a super-wave function for an SKP hierarchy and f 0 the vacuum super-
wave function (11), then there is an operator K such that
f5Kf 0 . ¬ ~19!
and K verifies Sato’s equations (2). Conversely, any solution of Sato’s equations (2) provides a
super-wave function f for a SKP hierarchy by means of Eq. (19).
Proof: To prove this fact, we observe that as a consequence of properties ~14! and ~15! of
f 0, the operator K in ~19! has the required form ~3! with the coefficients wn being the same as
those of the expansion ~18! of f 8. On the other hand ~16!, ~19! and ~9! imply
]K
]tn
f 01K]n f 05PnK f 0 ,
so that we deduce
]K
]tn
K215Pn2K]nK21.
But this equation obviously leads to
Pn5~K]nK21!1
and
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]K
]tn
52~K]nK21!2K .
In the same way one shows that K satisfies the Sato equations for the flows associated with the
variables tn . Thus, we have obtained in this way a one-to-one correspondence between solutions
K of Sato’s equation and super-wave functions f 0.
Conversely, if f5Kf 0, then because of ~2!, and ~9!, f verifies ~16! with Pn5(K]nK21)1 and
Qn5(KAnK21)1 . Moreover, because of the expansion ~3! of the operator K follows the expan-
sion ~18! of the transition superfunction f 8.
It is worth noticing that, as it should be expected, the body of a super-wave function for a SKP
hierarchy constitutes a wave function for the standard KP hierarchy.
III. LINE BUNDLES AND EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS OF THE SKP HIERARCHIES
A. Super-wave functions as sections of line bundles
Contrary to the situation in the bosonic case, the description of the SKP flows must be done
not on line bundles over a supercurve but on line bundles over a family of supercurves param-
etrized by u , t. To be precise, we are going to consider a family M(u , t) of compact complex
supermanifolds of dimension (1,1) parametrized by the set of global Grassmann variables
(u ,t). We will describe this structure in detail. Let U5(U;z ,a) and U85(U8;z8,a8) be two
charts, where the pair $U ,U8% is a covering of the Riemann sphere, for instance,
U5$zPCuuzu,r%,¬ U805$zPCuuzu.r8%, 0,r8,r ,
with the two systems of coordinates being related through the equations
z85
1
z
, a85a2l~z ,u ,t!. ~20!
Here l(z ,u ,t) is the function defined in ~12! and ~13! and the transformation a°a8 will be
called a super-Schiffer transformation. Notice that these supermanifolds are of extended type in
the sense of Rogers26 because superfunctions onM(u ,t) depend not only on the local coordinates
(z ,a) of the supermanifold but also on the global variables (u ,t). In general, the equation ~20! for
the super-Schiffer transformation a°a8 does not extend holomorphically throughout U8, generi-
cally it has a pole of order 1 at ` , and the supermanifold structures defined by the transition
superfunctions ~20! are not equivalent to the trivial super-Riemann sphere.
Thus we can think on the supermanifold structures defined by the (u ,t!-dependent transition
functions ~20! as tracing a path on the moduli space of complex supercurves. See Ref. 27 for the
description of universal deformations on the supermoduli space of supercurves. We could consider
further deformations of our complex supercurves but we will simplify the description of super-
wave functions by considering only the supercurves parametrized by u and t by means of ~20!.
We shall consider then the family L(x ,t) of holomorphic line bundles over M(u ,t) with
transition function given by the vacuum super-wave function f 0 of a SKP hierarchy. Our purpose
now will be to characterize holomorphic sections of these bundles. Such sections will be deter-
mined by pairs
~U,f!, ~U8,f8!,
defined on the patches U and U8, and where f and f8 are even superfunctions
fPM ~U ! ^ L~a! ^C@@x ,t## ^ L~u ,t! ^A,
f8PM ~U8! ^ L~a8! ^C@@x ,t## ^ L~u ,t! ^A,
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verifying the overlapping condition,
f5f8 f 0 ,¬ ;zPUùU8.¬ ~21!
Here, M (U) and M (U8) denote the sets of complex valued meromorphic functions of z on U and
U8, respectively.
Comparing our last equation ~21! with the factorization property for a super-wave function
~17!, we immediately see that wide classes of super-wave functions for the SKP hierarchies can be
obtained from special sections of L(x ,t). We will search for the conditions defining subsets
W ,M ~U ! ^ L~a! ^C@@x ,t## ^ L~u ,t! ^A, ~22!
whose elements will be super-wave functions.
Definition 3: A subspace W of the the superalgebra M (U)^ L(a)^C@@x ,t## ^ L(u ,t)^A
will be called an asympotic super-module if it verifies:
~C1! W is a left-module over the algebra of superdifferential operators generated by D and
$ (]/]tn) , (]/]tn) %n>1 with coefficients in S .
~C2! There is only one even section of the line superbundle L(x ,t! given by the local expres-
sions,
~U, f !,¬ ~U8, f 8!,¬ ~23!
such that fPW and f 8 is holomorphic on U8 with f 8u$z5`%51.
In Section III we will construct explicitly several examples of asymptotic super-modules for
complex supercurves with body manifold the Riemann sphere. For more general complex super-
curves M with body manifold an arbitrary compact Riemann surface S , the previous character-
ization works similarly. To construct the subspaces W we should choose first a line bundle L
overM such that dim H0(M,L)5dim H1(M,L)50. Then, fixing a point p P S and a local
trivialization in a neighborhood of it, we define the new bundle L^Lp possessing the required
properties. Notice that the cohomological requirements onL implies that deg E50 where E is the
underlying complex line bundle over the Riemann surface. For the Riemann sphere case, this
implies that degL521 and the complex supercurve is not a SRS.
We can prove now the following theorem characterizing super-wave functions using asymp-
totic super-modules.
Theorem 2: Given an asymptotic super-module W , the superfunction
f5 f 8 f 0 ,¬ zPUùU8,
defined by the unique section associated to it is a super-wave function for the associated SKP
hierarchy.
Proof: To see this, observe that from ~C2! in Def. 3 we deduce
f 8511 (
n51
`
w2n~z8!
n1a8(
n51
`
w2n21~z8!
n511 (
n51
`
w2nz
2n1~a2l! (
n51
`
w2n21z
2n
.
Therefore f satisfies the condition ~P2! for super-wave functions. On the other hand, by using ~14!
we get that for z P UùU8
D2nf2w1D2n21f5@zn1O~zn21!#f0 ,
~24!
D2n11 f1w1D2n f5@2~a2l!zn1O~zn21!# f 0 .
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As a consequence, we may determine superdifferential operators Pn ,Qn P E such that
]f
]tn
2Pnf5OS1zDf0 ,
~25!
Df
Dtn
2Qnf5OS 1z D  f 0 , ¬ n>1.
Then, it is easy to see that ~C2! implies that both ] f /]tn2Pn f and Df /Dtn2Qnf ,n>1, vanish,
and therefore f satisfies the condition ~P1! for super-wave functions.
Solutions to a reduced hierarchy ~4! can be obtained by imposing on W the additional
condition
zrW ,W .¬ ~26!
Indeed, in that case the super-wave function f associated with W satisfies
] f
]tr
5zr f ,
so that f 8 and K are independent on tr .
B. Solitons and solitinos
We will now construct several examples of asymptotic super-modules and the corresponding
super-wave functions.
Let us consider the subset of superfunctions f which are analytic for all z P U , with the
possible exception of simple poles contained in a fixed subset $qi% i51
N
, and such that the corre-
sponding residues satisfy
Res~f ,qi!5~ci1av i!f~pi ,a!, i51,.. . ,N , ~27!
where $ci% i51
N P A0I and $v i% i51
N P A1I are given, and $pi% i51
N is a fixed subset of points of U
different from $qi% i51
N
. This subspace will be denoted by W (q,p;c,v), where q5(q1 ,. . . ,qN),
etc.
Theorem 3: The subspace W (q,p;c,v) is an asymptotic super-module and its elements are
super-wave functions for a SKP hierarchy.
Proof: In order to prove that W (q,p;c,v) verifies the required conditions ~C1! and ~C2! of
Def. 3, let us note that the corresponding superfunction f must be of the form
f5F11(
i51
N
ai1~a2l!b i
z2qi
G f 0 ,¬ ~28!
where the unknown coefficients ai and b i are even and odd elements of S , respectively. Thus
computing the residues, ~27! implies
ai1~a2l~qi!!b i5~bi1ag i!F11(j51
N
a j1~a2l~pi!!b j
pi2q j
G ,¬ ~29!
for all i51,.. . ,N , where bi ,g i P S are given by
bi5e~pi!cie~qi!21, g i5e~pi!Fv i1ci(
n>1
~pi
n212qi
n21!tnGe~qi!21,
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and with e(z) denoting the superfunction
e~z !5expF zx1 (
n>1
zn~ tn1utn!2l~z !S u1 (
n>1
zn21tnD G .
From ~29! the following linear system for the coefficients ai and b i follows
(j Fdij2 bipi2qjGaj2(j Fdijl~qi!2bil~pi!pi2qj Gbj5bi ,
~30!
2(j
g i
pi2q j
a j1(j Fd i j1 g il~pi!2bipi2q j Gb j5g i .
This is a uniquely solvable system since the body of the matrix of coefficients is the invertible
numerical matrix,
S d i j2 e~bi!pi2q j 0
0 d i j2
e~bi!
pi2q j
D . ¬ ~31!
Therefore we conclude that ~28! is a super-wave function.
Theorem 1 allows the identification of the coefficients of the expansion of the super-wave
function with the coefficients of the expansion of the operator K solving Sato’s equations ~2!.
Observe then for f given by eq. ~28!, the first two coefficients of the expansion of the associated
solution K of Sato equations are
w15(
i51
N
b i ,¬ w25(
i51
N
ai .¬ ~32!
We consider the following two different cases for the system ~30!.
1. Supersoliton solutions: e(ci)50,;iÞ1, . . . ,N
From ~30! it is easy to see that the body of f is the wave function associated with the
N-soliton solution of the KP hierarchy. Therefore the solution of the SKP hierarchy provided by
f is a supersymmetric generalization of the standard multisoliton solutions. For example, it is
rather simple to derive the explicit solution for N51. In this case, the constraints ~27! reduce to
Res~f ,q !5~c1av!f~p ,a!.
Then one finds
f5F11 a1~a2l!bz2q G f 0 ,
with
a5
~q2p!b
q2p1b1
l~p!b1~q2p!l~q!
~q2p1b!3 ~q2p!
2g,
~33!
b5
~p2q !2
~q2p1b !2 g .
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If we take p52q , then it follows that z2W ,W , so that f becomes a super-wave function for
the supersymmetric KdV hierarchy. In particular, it provides a solution of the SKdV equation ~8!.
To simplify the expression of this solution we set tn50, ;nÞ3, and tn50, ;n>1. Thus, from
~7!, ~32! and ~33!, we find
v052Sq21uvq3c Dsech2@q~x2x01q2t !#23uv q
3
c
sech4@q~x2x01q2t !# ,
~34!
v15v
2q2
c
sinh@q~x2x01q2t !#sech3@q~x2x01q2t !# ,
where
x05
1
qlogS c2q D .
The expression of v0 may be described as a supersymmetric dressing of the standard soliton
of the KdV equation. Writing v05h0(x ,t)1h1(x ,t)uv and v15h2(x ,t)v , in Fig. 1 we show the
composite structure of h1, the uv component of the superfunction v0.
On the other hand, it is worth noticing that the odd superfunction v1 is proportional to a
function h2 of (x ,t) which represents also a composite structure ~see Fig. 2! which propagates
without deformation along the x axis.
2. Solitino solutions: ci50,;i51,...,N
In this case ~29! and ~30! reduces to
ai5l~qi!bi ,
~35!
g i5(j51
N Fd i j1g i l~pi!2l~q j!pi2q j Gb j .
This system can be solved in terms of the nilpotent matrix
D i j5
l~pi!2l~q j!
pi2q j
g i . ¬ ~36!
Indeed, as DNg50 the solution of ~35! is
FIG. 1. Composite structure of a single supersoliton, (h1(x ,t),q51,x051).
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b5 (
n50
N21
Dng,¬ ~37!
where b5(b1 ,. . . ,bN) and g5(g1 ,. . . ,gN). It must be observed that the body of f vanishes, so
that this class of solutions is not related to any class of the standard KP theory. We will refer to
these solutions as solitino solutions. The single solitino solution corresponds to N51 and takes the
form
f5F11 a1~a2l!bz2q G f 0 ,
w15b5v exp r , w25a5l~q !v exp r ,
where
exp r5e~p !e~q !215expF ~p2q !x1 (
n>1
~pn2qn!~ tn1utn!2~l~p !2l~q !!u
2 (
n>1
~l~p !pn212l~q !qn21!tnG .¬ ~38!
If we take pi52qi , ;i51,.. . ,N , then z2W ,W and we obtain a solution of ~8!. It adopts a
convenient way by setting, as we did before, tn50,;nÞ3 and tn50,;n>1. Thus the matrix ~36!
reduces to
D i j5uv i exp@22qi~x1qi
2t !#
and
g i5v i exp@2qi~x1qi
2t !# ,
FIG. 2. Odd component of a supersoliton (h2(x ,t),q51,x051).
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and we find the following multisolitino solution of the SKdV equation ~8!:
v054u(
i
qi
2v i exp@22qi~x1qi
2t !#14(
i , j
qiv iv j exp@22qi~x1qi
2t !22q j~x1q j
2t !# ,
~39!
v154(
i
qiv i exp@22qi~x1qi
2t !# .¬ ~40!
In particular the single solitino solution takes the form
v054q2uv exp@22q~x1q2t !# ,¬ v154qv exp@22q~x1q2t !# .
It is not a localized solution as a function of x . In fact, for imaginary q it is a plane wave.
The multisolitino solution ~39! represents a superposition of solitinos which is of a nonlinear
character, as it is shown by the presence of quadratic terms in the expression for v0. See Fig. 3 for
a representation of a component of the even part of a bisolitino solution.
C. Rational solutions
A solution K of the SKP hierarchy ~2! is said to be rational if the coefficients wn of its
expansion ~3! are rational functions of the even coordinates (x ,t). Solutions of this kind can be
derived by means of asymptotic super-modules similar to those used for solitons and solitinos by
imposing instead of the conditions ~27! constraints of the type
S a ]]a ]
ni
]zni
1ci
]mi
]zmiDf~pi ,a!50.
For example, let us take W to be the set of superfunctions f analytic on U with the possible
exception of a simple pole at a given point q Þ 0, and such that
a
]
]a
]f
]z
~0,a!1f~0,a!50. ~41!
FIG. 3. An even component of a bisolitino solution.
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It is straightforward to get
f5F11 a1~a2l!bz2q G f 0 ,¬ ~42!
with
a5q , b52
q~u1t1!
11q~x1t111 !
.
As z2W ,W this construction leads to a solution of ~8! which turns out to be given by
v050,¬ v152
2q2~u1t1!
@11q~x1t111 !#2
.
Another simple example is obtained by replacing ~41! by
]f
]z
~0,a!50, ~43!
then the superfunctions a and b in ~42! take the form
a5qS 12 1
s
1
rt2
s3
D , b5 q2t2
s2
,
where for the MRKP hierarchy
s5q~x1t11t1u!11,¬ r5q2~u2t1!,
and for the JKP hierarchy
s5q~x1t1!11,¬ r5q2u .
The condition z2W ,W keeps on being satisfied and the corresponding solution of ~8! is
v052
2q2
s2
1
6q2rt2
s4
,¬ v15
4q3t2
s3
.
We notice that this solution is a supersymmetric dressing of the elementary rational solution
v5
22q2
~qx11 !2
of the KdV equation.
IV. SUPERGROUP THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
It is well known the use of ]¯-equations to obtain wave functions for the KP hierarchy.21,22
This theory was extended to the supersymmetric situation in Ref. 23.
We shall consider solutions of the ]¯-equation,
]
]z¯
f ~z ,a;x ,u;t,t!5E d2z8da8a~z8,a8;z ,a! f ~z8,a8;x ,u;t,t!, ~44!
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with a(z8,a8;z ,a) a given distribution of odd parity. We shall denote by F the space of solutions
of Eq. ~44! having an asymptotic expansion, z!` , of the form
F5S (
n52`
N
unz
n1~a2l! (
n52`
M
vnz
nD f 0 ,
with coefficients un ,vn in S .
By using the properties ~9! of the vacuum super-wave function f 0 and the isospectrality of the
]¯-equation ~44! ~the kernel a of the equation ~44! does not depend on x ,t), it is immediate that
F is a left module for the algebra of superdifferential operators E . Then, if a unique even solution
f of Eq. ~44! with the asymptotic expansion Eq. ~18! exists, then by Thm. 2, it will be a super-
wave equation for a SKP hierarchy.
It was shown in Ref. 23 that solutions of the ]¯-equation are related with the t-function of the
SKP hierarchy generated from the action of the element
g5exp
1
pE d2z8da8d2zdaB~z8,a8!a~z8,a8;z ,a!C~z ,a! ~45!
of the supergroup GL(`u`) on the vacuum. The quantum fields B , C form a superghost system
with commutation and anticommutation relations given by
@B~z ,a!,B~z8,a8!#5$C~z ,a!,C~z8,a8!%50; @B~z ,a!,C~z8,a8!#5~a2a8!dˆ g~z2z8!,
and dˆ g(z) denotes the delta function with support on the circle g acting on test functions as
E d2zdˆ g~z !f~z !5 R
g
zf~z !.
One of the advantages of the t-function formalism for integrable systems is that it allows us
to classify the solutions in terms of orbits of symmetry groups. For the SKP hierarchies considered
in this paper a t-function description is already available which exhibits their invariance under the
supergroup GL(`u`).23 We can thus conclude form the above discussion that the t-function of
the SKP hierarchy generated from the action of ~45! on the vacuum is associated with the super-
wave function which satisfies the corresponding ]¯ equation.
As for the solutions analyzed in this paper, it is easy to derive the ]¯-equation verified by their
associated super-wave functions. For example, the solutions that arise from the constraints ~27!
and ~41! give rise to the kernels
a~z8,a8;z ,a!5p(
i51
N
~a82a!~ci1a8v i!d~z2qi!d~z82pi! ~46!
and
a~z8,a8;z ,a!5
d~z2q !
2pi Fp~a82a!dˆ g1~z8!1S a82az8 2 a~z8!2D dˆ g2~z8!G ,¬ ~47!
respectively. Here d(z2q) is the usual delta function on the plane and dˆ g i(z), i51,2, denotes the
delta functions with support on the circles g i (uzu5ri), with r1.uqu.r2. Consequently, we have
provided two additional different characterizations for our solutions of the SKP hierarchies. First,
from Eq. ~45! every solution is associated with an element of GL(`u`). Second, Eq. ~44! shows
that the kernel a supplies the spectral description of the solutions.
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